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I am pleased that you choose the PENTAX K-70 – Everything you need to know...and then some e-book.
As a PENTAX enthusiast, I have taken photographs with PENTAX cameras since I was a teenager. My first
serious camera was a PENTAX Spotmatic, a 35mm film format camera, purchased used when I was still in
Junior High. Many, many years later, we have the PENTAX K-70, an APS-C DSLR. It is one of the best
value in the DSLR market today. It is also one of the most affordable in its class. Although PENTAX is now
owned by Ricoh, the core values of the brand remains an innovative brand.
In 2003, PENTAX introduced its first marketable DSLR, the *ist-D. I was excited.
Everything changed again in 2006 when PENTAX introduced the K10D. In my opinion, the K10D was a
breakthrough. It had the capabilities of professional DSLRs with the price of entry-level DSLRs. It had some
unique features found nowhere else, at any price.
Fast forward to 2016, the core values haven’t changed, but the cameras have improved exponentially.
The K-70 has a 24.24 megapixels CMOS sensor without anti-aliasing filter, a 100% pentaprism viewfinder,
a 11 point AF system in which 9 are cross-type, pixel shift resolution, built-in Wi-Fi, Vary-angle LCD monitor
screen, and more. Again, it has some an impressive combination of features not found elsewhere at this price,
as well as a host of unique capabilities not found in competing DSLRs
This book is not about my biases toward PENTAX. It is about the photographer in you and the information
you will need when using the K-70. The book is not an extended PENTAX user’s manual; It complements
the PENTAX user’s manual but explains in an unassuming way, how to use this advanced DSLR. It contains
techniques, photographs, illustrations, shortcuts, tips, examples and practical information applicable to the K70 as well as other DSLRs in general.

Yvon Bourque

I always appreciate comments from my readers. You can email me directly at: brqyvn@gmail.com
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PENTAX K-70
Everything you need to know…
and then some.
All rights reserved. Produced in the United States of America. No part of this e-book may be used
or reproduced on any form or by any means, or stored in database or retrieval system, without prior
written permission. Making copies of any part of this e-book for any purpose other than your own
personal use is a violation of the United States and International copyright laws.
Text © 2016, Yvon Bourque
Photography © 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, Yvon Bourque, except where noted.
This e-book is sold as is, without any warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, respecting
the contents of this e-book, including but not limited to implied warranties for e-book’s quality,
performance, merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author nor dealers or distributors shall be liable to the purchaser or any other person or entity with respect to any liability,
loss, or damage caused or alleged to have been caused directly or indirectly by this e-book.
All terms or Company names mentioned in this book that are known to be trademarks or service
marks have been carefully and appropriately noted. The author cannot attest to the accuracy of this
information.
The contents of this e-book are strictly the opinion of the writer. The explanation and suggestions,
as to the operation of the equipment as such, is derived from the author’s own experience and conclusions. The accuracy of the instructional articles has not been verified by the respective manufacturers. This e-book is not associated with Ricoh - PENTAX or its affiliates.
The author is not endorsing any equipment manufacturers nor is the author being compensated by
any manufacturer for the editorial content of this e-book. Any text resembling any other published
material is coincidental as this e-book is focused on the teachings of the use of the equipment, which
is also derived partly from the manufacturer’s instruction manual. The e-book is written, whenever
possible, in a non-technical manner and is geared toward entry level and amateur photographers,
although some material may be useful to professional photographers.
PENTAX is a trademark of Ricoh and its affiliates
Photoshop, Lightroom and Elements are trademarks of Adobe®
All rights reserved
Copyright © 2016 – Yvon Bourque
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About me:

Back when most of my classmates were dealing with growing up, I was nurturing a
serious enthusiasm for photography. Son of a Montreal carpenter, I enrolled in photography courses, soaked up theory, bought my first PENTAX, shot rolls of film, and
learned how to develop and print. All this before leaving junior high school. I had
many dreams and like many aspiring young photographers, I dreamed of getting assignments from National Geographic
and traveling the world over.
Decades later, the road has led me into
other directions. With the responsibilities of an engineering career and family, my plans were altered, but only
slightly. The enthusiasm of the young
boy and the love of photography are
stronger than ever. I never abandoned
my photography dreams. One of my
biggest frustrations was that I never had
enough time for more.
I have used all types of photographic
formats, but now, I use PENTAX Digital SLR cameras exclusively. ″Technology is awesome. The freedom to unleash one’s creativity has never been greater. ″
My work has given me the opportunity to travel. My photography career never tookoff as I had dreamed, but as a second career, I spent countless hours during the past
decades capturing not only the beauty of this land, but other Nations as well. I have
won numerous awards, written articles and books on my beloved subject, and sold my
work throughout the places I lived.
Where does an assiduous hobbyist go from here? Like all other areas of our modern
life, photography is now digital. As an artist, I am fascinated with all of the possibilities. I recently retired and finally replaced my engineering career shingle for one stating
Yvon Bourque, Author and Photographer. “With determination, everything is possible.”
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Nomenclature
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Self-timer lamp
Lens mount index
Front e-dial
Main switch
AF Assist Light
Mirror
AF coupler
Lens info contacts
Lens unlock button
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Blinks for self-timer. Serves as remote control receiver.
Reference point to install lenses.
Changes set values.
Move to turn camera on/ off and to turn the movie recording on.
Lights up when AF is difficult to attain in darker scenes.
Mirror lifts during exposure. The sensor is under.
Handles the AF drive between the lens and the camera.
Exchanges info between the lens and the camera for exposure.
Press to remove or install a lens.

Chapter 1

12

13
14

11

15
16
21
22
20
10
18

10. Vari-angle monitor
11. Live View Button
12. Viewfinder
13. Rear e-dial
14. AF/ AE Lock Button
15. Playback button
16. Four-way controller
17. Menu button
18. Info Button
19. Four-way controller ▼
20. Four-way controller ◄
21. Four-way controller ▲
22. OK button
OK
23. Four-way controller ►

23

19
17

Display monitor for review or Live View mode.
Press for Live View.
Viewing through the lens method instead of Live View.
Changes values.
Alternate Focus button/ Lock the exposure
Initiates Playback
Main camera controller array – See next page for more details
Press to display menus. Press again to return to previous screen.
Press to change the display style on the monitor
Four-way controller Down or WB in direct keys
Four-way controller Left or Flash Mode in direct keys
Four-way controller Up or ISO in direct keys.
Press to acknowledge selected item.
Four-way controller Right or Drive Mode in direct keys
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36
26

33

27
25
28

35

31

32

34
24
24. Mode Dial
25. Hot shoe
26. Front E-Dial
27. Shutter release
28. EV Compensation
29. Wi-Fi button
30. Rear E-Dial
31. Green Button
32. Strap lugs
33. Speaker
34. Diopter Adjustment
35. Image Plane Indicator
36. Built-in Flash
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30

29

Rotate to change the capture mode.
To attach external flash or flash accessories.
Changes selected value.
Press halfway for focusing, all the way to take a picture.
Press to change exposure compensation value.
Activates the Wi-Fi. or other presets
Changes selected value / Change Menu tabs / change settings in
Control Panel / Magnify image or displays multiple images.
Resets the values.
One each side to attach the camera strap.
Plays sound recorded in Movie mode.
Adjust the viewfinder to your own eyes.
This is the location of the sensor surface.
Allows flash photography with certain situations.

32

Chapter 1

HDR image
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Here are some links that you might find useful:
All the links below were in operation at the time this e-book was written.
Ricoh Engagement Forum:

http://community.us.ricoh-imaging.com/

Pentax Forums:

http://www.pentaxforums.com/articles/

The Pentax Forum UK:

http://www.thepentaxforum.co.uk/index.php

Ricoh Imaging USA:

http://www.us.ricoh-imaging.com/

Pentax Customer Service America: http://www.us.ricoh-imaging.com/support
Photo.net Pentax Forum:

http://photo.net/pentax-camera-forum/

The Online Photographer:

http://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/

The Pentax Store:

http://www.pentaxwebstore.com/

Pentax Where to buy:

http://www.us.ricoh-imaging.com/where-to-

buy
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Example of panning.

Example of Silhouette.
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Chapter 2

How to use your K-70 (Quick Start)
You may be a professional photographer; you may be an advanced amateur or perhaps
you are just getting into digital photography. This camera has so many features that it
is up the consumer to decide how much of the technology is needed to suit his or her
needs. On one hand, it can be a fully AUTO-everything camera, giving effortless and
excellent results every time. On the other hand, it can be a fully manual camera, challenging your photographic skills, but with the benefit of advance electronics double
checking your settings…just in case. The reality is that it can be customized to fill
anyone’s photographic requirements. Photography has never been this good.
In this chapter, we start from the very beginning and work our way to the advanced
features of this camera. Just pick and choose which section fits your skills or preferences. No matter your level of expertise, you’re bound to learn something new.
You finally received your K-70 and you are justifiably excited. Maybe you are contemplating purchasing a K-70! Either way, this book can help. We believe that anyone looking for a DSLR in the K-70‘s price range will see what a great value the K70 really is. It is, in my opinion, an excellent camera available at a reasonable price.
If you haven’t done so, you should perhaps read the preceding chapter first. You can
learn to appreciate some of the camera strongest features.
As you read this e-book, refer to the nomenclature in Chapter 1
often until you are thoroughly familiar with all the parts of your
camera. Navigate through menus of the camera with the fourway controller shown here and illustrated in this book as ▲ for
up or Sensitivity (ISO), ► right or Drive Mode, ▼ down or
White Balance, and ◄ left for Flash Mode.

..………………….... Indicates special notes or comment.
or Brown…………. Indicates outside link when internet is available.
or Blue ….………. Indicates link within the e-book.
Many of the K-70 features and functions are available directly from buttons and
switches, or the Status Screen, without having to navigate through pages of menus.
Users of the earlier PENTAX DSLRs will appreciate this convenient feature.
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It’s time to get a little more serious and learn what this camera can do in
other modes than AUTO.

The Menus

Rec. Mode Menus

Movie Menus

Top Left: Rec. Mode
Menus
Above: Movie Menus
Top Right: Playback
Menu
Left: Set-up Menus
Right: Custom Setting
Menus
Set-up Menus

Playback Menu

Custom Setting Menus

Let’s spend some time reviewing and understanding how this camera operates. The
camera can be customized to your own preferences or shooting style. The same function can be set in many places. It’s up to you to set the camera operability to your
preferences. You can apply 24 custom settings to your camera via the Custom Setting
Menus. In addition, there are other screen accessible menus. They are the Rec. Mode
Menus, the Movie menus, the Playback menu and the Set-up menus. That is not
counting the dozens of settings accessible directly through buttons, switches and dials,
all located on the camera body and easy to reach. Some options are also available
through the Status Screen and the Control Panel screen. As you get acquainted with
all the menus and the camera mounted controls, you will become a better photographer.
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The following pages show the various options that can be set through the screen based
menus. Don’t worry if it is a little overwhelming, everything is covered in details
somewhere in this book. You can jump to the details by clicking on a section.
Menus Table
It is my opinion that the Pentax manual has an incomplete Menus list. It is a little
ambiguous and the available range of settings are only accessible by linking to
other pages. The following table has all the information needed in one place. It
has links to detailed explanations. It is a good way to learn the Menus.
Rec Mode Menus, page 1
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Rec. Mode Menus, page 2

Rec. Mode Menus, page 3

Rec. Mode Menus, page 4
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On-camera mechanical devices for functions and settings.
Well, the K-70, as mentioned above, has many buttons, dials, wheels and switches.
Here is the list and their functions.
Image

Device
Main
Switch

What is does
This switch turns the camera to On or Off.

The Movie mode is also activated from that
switch.
Mode Dial The Mode Dial lets you change the shooting mode. The
modes are imprinted on top of the dial.

EV
Comp
Button

Pressing the EV Compensation and turning the rear edial will change the compensation value. It can be adjusted between -5 and +5 in Still images or -2 to +2 in movie mode. It can
be reset by pressing the Green Button.
The results are shown on

Front
e-Dial

Rear
e-Dial

the EV bar.
Changes selected value. Also, used to select an image.
Changes a menu directory when a menu is displayed.
In Playback mode, it is used to select different images.

Changes selected value. Change Menu tabs when a
menu is displayed. Change settings in Control Panel.
In Playback mode, it magnifies image or displays
multiple images.
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4-Way
Navigate through menus of the camera with the fourController way controller shown here and illustrated in this book
as ▲ for up, ▼ for down, ◄ for left and ► for right.
The same buttons (Direct keys) are also used to access
the Drive modes ►, the White Balance ▼, the Flash
◄, and the Sensitivity (ISO) ▲. The OK button is in
the center.
Live-view Activates the Live-view, through the LCD Monitor,
Button
for taking pictures.

The AF/AE-L button is a customizable button. The
AF Button rear AF button function is an alternative to pressing the
shutter release halfway. It can be programmed in Rec.
Mode Menus, page 5 to be active while the Shutter release pressed halfway is also operative, or while the
shutter release pressed halfway is completely disabled
AE-L
or while the shutter release pressed halfway is disabled
Button
if the AF Button is pressed.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When used as AE-L button, it locks the exposure for a
few seconds, allowing you to recompose. The AE-L
Button can also be sync with the AF and lock both
when pressed in Custom Setting Menus, page 1, item
6.
In Playback Menu, it can save the last JPEG image to
RAW format.
Green
Button
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That’s the Mother of all Buttons because it resets the
values being adjusted. It also switches the ISO to
AUTO ISO when pressed. It set the exposure when using a manual lens, etc. The list is too long for here, but
the Green Button always brings you back to the settings you started with.

Playback
Button

Pressing the Playback Button allows reviewing the
captured images. You can examine all captured images
by going forward, backward, deleting the duds, magnifying and displaying multiple images, using the tools
listed below.
◄►▲▼

INFO
Button

Changes the display style on the LCD monitor. It toggles between the Status screen, the Control Panel
screen and the Info Display screen.
In Playback, it accesses the shooting info display and
changes that with the arrow keys. ◄►

MENU
Button

Pressing the Menu button displays the Menu which
you can then access or navigate through using the arrow keys. ◄◄▼▲

Focus
Mode
Lever

Set the focus to Auto Focus or Manual Focus.
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• Preview
On earlier Pentax cameras, the depth of field preview was part of the Main Switch.
The K-70 has changed that and now you can customize the Fx1 or Fx2 to do that task
with one push. You can set it as analog view while looking through the viewfinder,
or digital by seeing the preview on the LCD.

• Electronic Level
You’ve seen those pictures where the horizon is not straight. Having an electronic
level displayed over the Live View screen can help
in your composition. Once one of the Fx button is
set to Electronic Level, pressing it while shooting
in Live View brings a vertical and horizontal scale.
It toggles between On and Off.
Another useful tool to make sure the horizon is
straight is the by using the settings within the Status Screen. Press the INFO button until you see the
screen to the lower left. Use the arrow key ► and select Electronic Level. This is
particularly useful when setting the camera on a tripod. You can set the camera perfectly levelled, ahead of taking a picture.
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Metering System
The K-70 Metering System can analyze the portion of the image, based on Spot, Center-Weighted or Multi-Segment metering. Selecting the metering method is available
through the REC. Mode Menus, page 1. The multi-segment method is used when the
scene is about equally lighted and your subject is all over the viewfinder, such as
landscape photographs. No special emphasis is given to any part of the picture, except
if the AE is linked to the AF (see next page). The center-weighted is used when your
subject dominates the center portion of the screen, such as a portrait. The spot metering is most often
used when the center of the scene is
not equally lighted
as the rest of the
scene. Use spot
metering when a
subject is in front
of a bright light (for example, a person standing in front of a bright sunlit window).
Spot metering on the subject will make it properly exposed. Often, fill-in flash is also
used in this situation.

Sample Image

Center-Weighted Metering
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Multi-Segments Metering

Spot Metering

AF Face Detection

In this mode, the camera focus looks for faces within
the full matrix, spanning nearly the entire viewfinder. If no faces are detected, the camera focuses
within a 3 x 5 grid just like it would in multi-point
mode.

Multiple AF Points
You choose an AF area and the camera automatically focuses within that area. The
areas do not have to be centered and they can be moved to anywhere within the camera’s full matrix. Press the Change AF point button. The four-way controller is used
▲▼►◄ to select the AF point. The rear e-dial is used to select its size. The
Green button is used to bring the AF point back to the center.
Three (3) examples of each AF Points are shown in the following images.
1 AF Point

9 AF Point
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Autofocus adjustment charts and detailed information on how to use them are included at the end of this e-book. Jump to the Charts.

That alone would not mean that the lens or camera has a focusing problem, it could
be the photographer’s error. However, similar results time after time could be the first
hint that you might have a focusing problem. Perhaps a logical next step would be to
test the lens in question under a controlled environment. A controlled environment
could be where there is no wind, with the camera set on a tripod, and with good lighting. An auto-focus testing chart could be used, preferably one approved by the manufacturer if they have one available.
Not all the DSLR cameras manufactured by Pentax have the option of adjusting the
front/back focusing from within the camera (Custom Setting Menu). All auto-focus
adjustments on other Pentax models should be made by a Pentax-trained technician.
Several forums members have published articles, explaining procedures to modify
DSLR Firmware. Doing so could void the warranty and damage the camera or lens.
It is better to leave specialized work to specialists.
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HDR (High Dynamic Range)
HDR is an acronym for High Dynamic Range. High Dynamic Range in photography
is a method that adds more "dynamic range" to photographs. Dynamic range is the
ratio of the light area to the dark area in a photograph. HDR usually consists of at least
three shots, taken at different exposures. The three shots are then merged together and
the best exposure area of each photo is retained. They are combined to form one image
with expanded dynamic range. Your overexposed zones are now a little darker and
your underexposed zones are now viewable in layers of shaded areas. In the case of
HDR on the K-70, it can do all the work for you. The result is something that should
look more like what your eyes see.

The first shot is overexposed, almost washed
out, in some parts of the image.

The second shot is exposed like your camera
would have exposed it with a single shot.

The third shot is underexposed, too dark in
some parts of the image.

The HDR combined shots has a wider dynamic
range. There isn’t any washed out parts and the
shadows are viewable.
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Chapter 3

Processing your
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In-Camera Image Processing
RAW and JPEG images can be processed and manipulated in-camera. This allows
you to develop your images without the use of a computer.
Editing Images (Already captured images)
Make sure that you have images recorded on the memory card. Press the Playback
button ► to activate the Playback screen. Using
the four-way controller ◄►, navigate to the image you want to edit until it is displayed on the
LCD monitor. Press the four-way controller ▼
down. The camera displays the Playback mode
palette.

The Playback mode palette is one powerful feature. Working without a computer or external software, you can perform the following enhancements and modifications to one image or to multiple images.

Image Rotation
Digital Filter **
Color Moiré Correction
Resize **
Cropping
Protect
Slideshow
Save as Manual WB
Save Cross Processing
RAW development *
Movie Edit

Rotate your image(s)
Add various digital filter effects to your images
Eliminates Moiré
Change the number of recorded pixels or quality
Crop you image to your desired taste
Protect image(s) from being erased
Play the images sequentially as a slide presentation
Copy the White Balance from one image as manual WB
Saves Cross Processing as favorite
Convert RAW image(s) to JPEG or TIFF format
Divides movie or extract segment

• * - Indicates that the effect is available for RAW files only.
• ** - Indicates that the effect is available for JPEG files only.
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Image Rotation
Navigate through the options to your desired effect. Press the OK button once the
green box surrounds what action you want to take. In this first example, we have
chosen to rotate an image.

Image can be rotated in increments of 90 degrees.
Digital Filter Digital filters can only be saved as JPEG files.
The following filters effects are all a matter of taste
and I suggest you play around and find the ones
you like best. I like the in-camera filters for a quick
manipulation of a JPEG image to send immediately over the Internet. If you want to manipulate
your images, the results can be more professional
looking when using software like the Adobe series
of Digital Imaging programs. Furthermore, a desktop computer will likely have more crunching
power than the mini-computer in your camera. That said, it’s amazing to me that you can
process your images, in-camera, all without
the use of a computer. You can also bring the
memory card, with the filters applied to some
images, to a Kiosk for printing your images.
Costco, for example, can process your digital
images (files) instantly.
Base image with filter effects on the following page.
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Base Parameter Adj

Extract Color

Replace Color

Toy Camera

Retro

High Contrast

Shading

Invert Color

Unicolor Bold

Bold Monochrome

Tone Expansion

Sketch

Water Color

Pastel

Posterization

Miniature

Soft

Starburst

Fish-Eye

Slim

Additional
parameter
adjustment
available.
Monochrome
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Short Pentax history
Ever since Pentax introduced their first 35mm SLR in 1952, the Asahiflex I, backward
compatibility has been a strong reason for owning a Pentax camera. This is still true
today. Here is a partial list of Pentax innovations:
In 1952, the Asahiflex I was the first Japanese camera
introduced to the world. Unlike its competitors, the
camera was not a replica of German technology.

In 1954, the Asahiflex II was the world’s first instant
return mirror system.

In 1957, The Asahi Pentax model used a pentaprism in
the viewfinder of a Pentax single lens reflex (SLR)
camera, introducing the concept of eye-level viewing.
It was the first camera to be marketed under the Pentax
name.

In 1964, Pentax introduced its Spotmatic camera featuring the first through-the-lens (TTL) metering system
in a Pentax camera.
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PENTAX HD D FA 24-70mm f/2.8ED SDM WR

PENTAX HD D FA 150-450mm f/4.5-5.6 ED DC AW
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Although this book is intented to be used with the Pentax K-70, there are some basic
photography techniques we should touch upon. Keep in mind that this chapter will
not make you a Professional Photographer by itself. Like all other skills we learn,
practice is what makes us excel in any of our undertakings. There are many books
about photo techniques on the market that you can get to further learn the craft and
art of photography. For years, Kodak has regularly published photography books
targeted to the beginners all the way on up to the professional photographers.
Photography, is about light. It’s about light reaching a media, film or digital sensor,
and turning the results into an image that we can see, on a computer screen for
example, or printed on paper.
Other than the actual lighting conditions of a scene, there are three major factors that
directly affect how the light reaches the recording media. The Aperture (lens
opening), the shutter speed (the speed at which the shutter opens and closes) and the
media sensitivity also known as ISO number (the amount of light recorded on the
media for a given exposure). Too much light reaching the media, and the image
becomes washed out. Too little light reaching the media, and the image becomes too
dark.
This is to say that the balance between these three settings must be just right.
Technically speaking, a large aperture will let a lot of light in, and therefore the shutter
speed and/or the recording media will need to be adjusted accordingly. Let’s assume
for a moment that the sensitivity is set at ISO 200 and cannot be changed. We now
have to balance the aperture and shutter speed to get the correct amount of light in.
Again, assuming that an aperture of f/4 at a shutter speed of 1/125th of a second would
be adequate, the same results could be achieved with an aperture of f/5.6 at a shutter
speed of 1/60th of a second. In other words, increasing the aperture by one f/stop and
decrease the shutter speed by one step, the same amount of light would reach the film
or sensor. The difference between the two is the composition (depth of field or clarity
of moving subjects). Since we are dealing with digital single lens reflex (DSLR)
cameras, from now on lets use the word “sensor” for the media.
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Apeture scale explained
The aperture, being the lens diaghphram opening, allows more or less light pass
through the lens. The f/number (aperture opening) is proportional to the ratio between
the lens focal length and aperture diameter, which is proportional to the square root
of the aperture area. Big lingo, but what does it mean for you? Well, lenses are usually
marked with the f/numbers ranging from the largest aperture to the smallest aperture.
For example, a typical lens could have an aperture range of f/16 to f/2.8. The lens
would be marked as follow : f/16, f/11, f/8, f/5.6, f/4, f/2.8. In this example, the largest
aperture would be f/2.8 while the smallest would be f/16. Have you noticed something
a little unexpected here? The larger the number is, the smaller the aperture is. You
need to remember that. Furthermore, each (f-stop) number to the right lets twice the
amount of light in as the (f-stop) number to its left and each (f-stop) number to the
left lets half the
light in as the (fstop) number to
its right. For
example, f/4 lets
twice as much
light in as f/5.6
but only one half
the light of f/2.8,
and so on. One
unit of increment
in aperture is
called a stop.
An f/stop number to the right lets twice as much light in than the number to its left.
f/16

/

f/11

/

f/8

/

f/5.6

/

f/4

/

f/2.8

An f/stop number to the left lets half as much light in than the number to its right.
The f-number is a geometric progression based on changes in the size of the lens
aperture, as it is opened and closed. As the scale rises, each number is multiplied
by a factor of 1.4. The standard numbers for Calibration are f/1.0, f/1.4, f/2, f/2.8,
f/4, f/5.6, f/8, f/11, f/16, f/22, f/32, etc. Each change results in a doubling or halving
of the amount of light transmitted by the lens to the film or sensor plane.
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A silhouette is achieved by measuring the light behind your subject or at its brightest
area. Using the AE-L button, the exposure is retained. The picture is recomposed
and refocused, leaving the darker area of the picture underexposed. This technique
works best about one hour before sunset or one hour after sunrise, or when the sun
is low on the horizon. When shooting with oceans or lakes in the background, always
make sure that the horizon line is parallel to the picture in the viewing position.
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Travel Photography
Travel photography can be gratifying. Not only can you get beautiful images while
traveling, you will retain that joyfull moment in time.
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Shooting at night with a tripod
Shooting at night, with the camera mounted on a tripod can give rewarding results. Big cities have a lot of illuminated signs and moving cars, making a long
exposure exciting.
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The K-70 can capture beautiful, true-to-life movie clips in up to FullHD proportions
(1920x1080 pixels) at a frame rate of 24p, 25p, 30p and 50i , 60i frames per second.
It also records in HD (1280 x720) at 50p and 60p. Interval shooting can also produce
4K movies.
Remember that the K-70 is primarily a still image camera. If your intentions are
to produce professional video clips or full length movies, this camera is probably
not the best choice. However, it takes great video compared to smart phones and
amateur video cameras with their small sensors. A complete e-book could be
written on movie making. For that reason, this chapter explains the video
functionality of the K-70 but does not go into details on movie making skills.
Perhaps this could be a separate e-book, someday, for all Pentax DSLRs.
The movies are recorded in MPEG-4AVC/H.264 (MOV)
The numbers (24p, 25p, 30p, 50p and 60p) represent how many times the video
frame is displayed per second. The letters p indicates that the video frame is
displayed using progressive format.
• The 24p video frame rate is closer to that of film in theatrical motion pictures.
• The video frame rates 50i and 60i are recommended for normal recording.
• The 25p video frame rate is used in countries outside of the United States and
Canada.
• The 50p video frame rate has double information per unit time. This is great
for creating slow motion clips.
Progressive video content displays both the even and odd scan lines (the entire
video frame) at the same time.
The K-70 also provides greater possibilities in visual presentation in movies,
especially through the application of custom images and digital filters. With its large
image sensor, with performance rivaling professional video cameras, highperformance imaging engine, and a wide selection of acclaimed Pentax
interchangeable lenses, you can easily capture unique, eye-catching movie clips.
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Movie recording
Pentax is getting better at movie recording. Not only does the K-70 record in FULL HD
at all frames-per-seconds, the camera can record sound from the built-in stereo
microphone. An external stereo microphone can also be used. You wouldn’t want to
record any serious movie with the onboard microphone, as the camera focus and
audible noise would also be recorded. The file format is MPEG-4
AVC/H.264. Motion JPEG (AVI) is what the camera records internally only.
I was astonished with the first video clip I produced using the K-70 and the kit lens.
You can really control the depth of field, compared to results achieved with most
dedicated video cameras with their small sensors.
Once you experience the video capability of this camera, you’ll want to use it, but
remember that it will not give the results of a professional Video-Cam.
The K-70 has a stereo built-in mic and also accepts an external mic.
Settings for Movie Recording
Press the MENU button and use the four-way controller to navigate to the Movie
Menu.
The settings for Movie Recording is occupying two
pages.

We are going down through all options in the next
few pages.
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Movie shooting settings are not all that different than Still Shooting settings.
Page 1
Custom Image

AF with Live View

Custom Image is similar in Movie mode AF.S is the default setting. AF.C is
as it is in still picture taking. Refer to this available with compatible lenses
page to see what customizations are
available.
AF Active Area

AF Focus Peaking

The AF area can be set to Auto, multiple
AF points or Spot.

AF Focus Peaking can be on or off.
Focus Peaking example.
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Modern DSLR cameras are…micro-chips and optical elements
In this book, I’ve tried to explain in a down-to-earth way, the tools the K-70 put at
your disposition. The K-70 is a great camera. Amateur photographers to professional
photographers alike can take great pictures. It is, and always was, the photographer,
not the camera, that makes great pictures. The camera is the tool, and an individual
with a good eye for composition can produce excellent pictures. Practice, practice
and then practice some more. That’s how one becomes a great photographer.
The K-70 has some features found nowhere else, on any cameras, at any price. I
believe that once you learn how to use the K-70 to its full potential, it will be all the
camera you’ll ever need.
(I said that before)

Camera models will continue to evolve and cost less. They are more and more a form
of electronic device with computer-like capabilities and less and less of an optical
instrument. Because of that, I predict that the cost for camera bodies will continue to
drop.
However, it really would be a good idea to acquire lenses and make your own ″Lens
Roadmap″ to meet your objectives. Lenses are still mostly optical devices, although
some electronic are now incorporated for exchanging data with the camera bodies
such as shake or vibration reduction, and auto focus system, etc. Because lenses will
continue to be mostly optical devices, the prices will continue to climb.
If well taken care of, a lens should last a lifetime. Whatever system you currently own,
I bet you have more money invested in lenses and accessories than in camera bodies.
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Special Features
Optional GPS O-GPS1

This module is attached to the flash hot shoe on
top of the camera. It is designed mainly to geotag your images with information in the EXIF
section of the file. This information allows you
to know the coordinates where your image was
taken. The O-GPS1 gets its information from
geo-positioning satellites that are in orbit around
the earth.

There is a little orange LED light on the control panel. When it’s blinking,
your battery is depleted and needs to be replaced.
Install the GPS the same way you install a flash unit.
Turn the unit on by pressing small black button on its control panel for about one
second. A blue LED light will appear on the control panel, and it should begin to
blink. This means the unit is acquiring signals from GPS satellites. When the proper
signals are acquired, the blue light will go from blinking to steady. This process may
take from a few seconds to a few minutes, depending on when it was last turned on
and how far it has been moved from its last active location.
If all you want is latitude, longitude and elevation in your EXIF data, you are ready
to go. If you also want to know in what direction of the compass the camera was
pointed, then you should calibrate the device while it and the camera are turned on.
If you don’t calibrate it, the compass direction info will probably be inaccurate
to some degree. I’ve found that the coordinate information itself seems
accurate without calibration.
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Wi-Fi remote camera operation

8

7

9

6
5

10

4

11
3
12
2

13

1
14
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Operation modes – Camera Roll & App bin, thumbnails, Remote
Live view set to on or off
White Balance, Shutter Speed, Aperture, Ev Compensation and ISO settings
Auto Focus frame, moveable
Live View area
Capture Mode, set on the camera Mode Dial
Settings – Touch AF modification, Image size and quality, Wi-Fi setting
NFC – Wi-Fi connection confirmation
Battery Status
Last Picture thumbnail. Tap to see full list of thumbnails from memory card
File Format (Jpeg or Raw) and memory card remaining space
Drive Mode – Set using the four-way controller on the camera
Green button
Shutter release
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The Image Sync for Apple shown below

The Image Sync for Android shown below
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Glossary

A

Dobe RGB 1998 Color Space designed by Adobe® Systems, to cover most of
the colors attainable on CMYK printers. AdobeRGB working space covers
about 50% of the visible colors defined by CIE, (International Commission on Illumination) improving upon sRGB's gamut.
Adobe® Photoshop Professional digital imaging software, most popular amongst
photographers. A simplified version called Elements is also available.
AE Automatic Exposure
AE Metering The measurement of brightness to determine exposure. The K-70 has
Multi-segment, Center-weighted, and Spot metering
AF Autofocus
AE-L Automatic Exposure Lock. Metering feature to hold the exposure setting.
Angle of View The area of a scene that a lens covers, measured in degrees. Angle of
view is determined by the focal length of the lens. A wide-angle lens includes more
of the scene or greater angle of view. In contrast, a telephoto lens covers shallower
angle of view
Anti-aliasing A procedure that reduces jagged edges in a digital image.
Aperture Opening formed by the diaphragm inside a lens, which light passes
through, allowing a preset amount of light to reach the CCD. Aperture size is calibrated in f- numbers. The larger the f-number, the smaller the lens opening. Smaller
aperture renders greater area of sharpness and larger aperture reduces the area of
sharpness.
Aperture Priority Mode (Av) An exposure mode on an automatic camera that lets
you set the aperture while the camera automatically sets the shutter speed for proper
exposure. Other than sport or action photography, aperture priority is the most common automatic preference.
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Aperture ring A ring located on the outside of a lens which is mechanically linked
to the diaphragm to control the aperture.
APO Meaning Apochromatic; having the ability to bring all colors of the visible
spectrum to a common plane of focus.
Aspect Ratio The ratio of width to height.
Auto Bracket Auto exposure bracket that performs automatic multiple exposures
with varied shutter speeds or apertures.
Autofocus (AF) Setting by which the camera automatically focuses on a selected
part of the picture. It can be any of the 27Autofocus sensors.
Automatic camera A camera with a built-in exposure system that automatically adjusts the aperture, shutter speed, or both.
Automatic exposure A system that measures lighting conditions and adjust settings
automatically for proper exposure.
Artificial light A light source non-existent in nature such as man-made incandescent or fluorescent lights.
Av The Aperture value usually referring to aperture settings.

B

(Bulb) Setting A shutter-speed setting that allows for time exposures. The
shutter stays open as long as the shutter release button remains depressed.

Backlighting Light, behind the subject, projecting toward the camera lens.
Barrel Distortion Straight lines that are bowed out at the edges of the picture frame
resembling the sides of a barrel. It is mostly present in wide-angle lenses.
Balance See White balance
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Balanced Fill-Flash A type of TTL auto flash operation which uses the camera's
exposure meter to control ambient light exposure settings, integrated with flash exposure control. That is, flash output level is automatically compensated to balance
with ambient light, resulting in a better exposure for both subject and background.
Bounce Lighting Flash or tungsten light bounced off a reflector (such as the ceiling
or walls) or attachment that fits on the flash to give the effect of natural or available
light.
Bracketing Taking a series of photographs of the same subject at different exposures or settings to insure the correct exposure. Useful when shooting in situations
where a normal metering reading is difficult to obtain.
Bulb A mode that lets you take long exposure such as night photography.

C

amera shake Movement of camera caused by unsteady hold or support, vibrations. The K-70 has a shake reduction feature.

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) Electronic sensor used by many digital cameras, capable of detecting subject contrast. Some cameras use a CMOS.
Chromatic aberration The inability of a lens to bring all wavelengths of light into
the same plane of focus. Can be corrected using low dispersion (ED, LD SD) glass.
Close-Up Lens A lens attachment placed in front of a camera lens to permit taking
pictures at a closer distance.
CMOS (Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor) Electronic sensor used by the K-70
capable of detecting subject contrast. Some cameras use a CCD.
Coated Lens A lens covered with a very thin layer of transparent material that reduces the amount of light reflected by the surface of the lens.
Color Balance How a sensor reproduces the colors of a scene. Also see White balance
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